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Abstrak— The Province of West Java and its surrounding is the potential region for earthquake 

events because the south area of West Java is the point of junction of the plate tectonics Eurasia 

and Indo-Australia and added by the local fault of West Java region which is known as Balibis 

Fault. The web information system is very needed by the people who live in the south area of 

West Java and the potential earthquake event region. 

The implementation of this system gives information about earthquake parameters and 

seismicity maps in the West Java region and its surroundings. The analysis uses the reading of 

earthquake parameters at Bandung Geophysics Station and is processed by using WGSN 

(World Global Seismographic Network) plot software. 

This system shows a piece of integrated information, between earthquake parameter analysis 

results with earthquake seismicity map display in West Java.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Earthquake, or commonly known as a seismic tremor, is a natural phenomenon that occurs due 

to the shaking of the Earth's surface (Irwansyah et al., 2012). The main causes of earthquakes 

involve the interaction between tectonic plates in the Earth's crust. When these plates collide, 

friction and the accumulation of energy occur in the subduction zone, especially when the 

denser oceanic plate meets the continental plate (Puspitajati et al., 2013). At a certain point, the 

elastic limit of the plates can be exceeded, causing the rupture of rocks. When this rupture 

occurs, the accumulated energy is suddenly released, causing particle vibrations that propagate 

in all directions. This process creates seismic waves that can be felt on the Earth's surface (Astri 

et al., 2020). 

Earthquakes have the potential for significant damage and can cause serious harm to the 

structures of buildings, infrastructure, and the surrounding environment (Mustofa et al., 2015). 
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In addition to the collision of tectonic plates, volcanic activity and rock avalanches can also be 

causes of earthquakes. This event illustrates the complex dynamics of nature and reminds us 

of the immense power contained within the layers of the Earth (Widyarta et al., 2020). 

Therefore, understanding the sources and mechanisms of earthquakes is crucial for developing 

disaster risk mitigation strategies, as well as enhancing preparedness and resilience of 

communities in facing the unpredictable threat of earthquakes (Murtianto, 2016). 

Since the early 20th century, Indonesia has witnessed several significant earthquake events that 

have shaken the region. Three notable seismic events in Indonesia's earthquake history include 

the Banda earthquake in 1983, the Sumatra earthquake in 2004, and the Nias earthquake in 

2005 (Noor, 2014). The Banda earthquake in 1983 had an intensity reaching 8.5 on the Richter 

scale, while the Sumatra earthquake in 2004 recorded an intensity of 9.0 on the Richter scale, 

followed by a devastating tsunami. Additionally, the Nias earthquake in 2005 had an intensity 

of approximately 8.7 on the Richter scale (Lira, 2017). 

The high intensity of these earthquakes is closely related to Indonesia's geographical position 

at the convergence of three major tectonic plates (Hamilton, 1979). Geographically, Indonesia 

is situated between the Indo-Australian plate to the south, which subducts relatively northward 

beneath the Eurasian plate, and the Pacific plate to the northeast (Richards et al., 2007). This 

position creates a dynamic and complex geological condition where the interaction between 

these plates can lead to collisions, friction, and the accumulation of energy, ultimately 

triggering earthquakes (Subarya et al., 2006). 

Earthquakes, as a response to the movement of tectonic plates, often result not only in physical 

infrastructure damage but also in tragic loss of lives. One of the deadliest events in Indonesia's 

history occurred in December 2004 when an earthquake and tsunami struck Aceh and North 

Sumatra. During this event, the number of casualties reached an immense scale, with 110,229 

people reported dead, 12,123 missing, and around 703,518 individuals forced to evacuate (du 

Lao, 2005) 

 

The tremendous humanitarian impact of the 2004 Sumatra earthquake and tsunami posed 

significant challenges for the government and society in recovery efforts. In addition to 

addressing the loss of lives, rescue operations, and the search for missing persons, the 

government had to grapple with the severe damage to infrastructure (Meisl et al., 2006). This 

event became a catalyst for improving disaster preparedness, swift response, and mitigation 

planning at the national level, as well as enhancing international cooperation to face similar 

threats in the future. Since then, Indonesia has continued its efforts to establish early warning 

systems and enhance capacity to reduce the risks and impacts of earthquake and tsunami 

disasters (Sufri et al., 2020. 

On the other hand, Indonesia has experienced rapid progress in the development of information 

technology, bringing significant transformation across various sectors. Without recognizing 

spatial and temporal boundaries, the advancement in information technology plays a crucial 
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role in modernizing the operations of organizations and institutions throughout the country 

(Spahn et al., 2014). Many organizations utilize information technology to enhance efficiency 

and effectiveness in data and information management (Al mansoori et al., 2020). 

The utilization of information technology, including information systems, plays a key role in 

supporting the rapid processing of data into information. This speed is particularly crucial in 

the context of managing earthquake events (Li et al. 2017). With information technology, 

earthquake data can be accessed, analyzed, and disseminated more efficiently, enabling faster 

decision-making. The implementation of technology and information systems not only assists 

organizations in managing the impacts of disasters but also improves preparedness and 

response to emergency events (Gasmelseid, 2014). 

In the context of earthquake data and information, information technology provides invaluable 

support in the collection, analysis, and dissemination of information across all layers of society 

(Gunawan, 1999). With sophisticated information systems in place, experts and authorities can 

monitor earthquakes in real-time, provide early warnings, and design more effective disaster 

mitigation strategies (Agtrisari & Charter, 2004). 

BMKG (Meteorology Climatology and Geophysics Council) has committed to enhancing 

preparedness and response to earthquakes in Indonesia. One concrete step that has been taken 

is the development of an earthquake database system. This system aims to provide better 

support in the operational and analytical aspects of earthquakes (Soedarmo, 1978). 

With the existence of the earthquake database system, BMKG can collect, store, and manage 

earthquake data in a structured manner. This not only enables BMKG to have complete and 

accurate records related to earthquake events but also facilitates quick access to this 

information (Suhartono, 2014). Experts and researchers can use the data within this system to 

conduct further analyses regarding earthquake patterns, potential risks, and geophysical trends 

in the Indonesian region (Pribadi et al., 2021). 

Furthermore, the development of the earthquake database system also supports early warning 

efforts. With rich historical data, BMKG can improve the accuracy of predicting potential 

earthquakes in the future and provide faster warnings to the public. This proactive step aims to 

reduce the adverse impacts that may arise from earthquakes (Kristanto, 2004). 

Meteorological and geophysical observations in Indonesia began in 1841, initiated by Dr. 

Onnen, Head of the Hospital in Bogor. Initially, these activities were individual, but over time, 

the increasing need for weather and geophysical data prompted the formalization of these 

activities. In 1866, the Dutch East Indies Government recognized this activity as a government 

agency under the name Magnetisch en Meteorologisch Observatorium, led by Dr. Bergsma. 

The weather observation network continued to grow, reaching 74 stations in Java in 1879 

(Konen et al., 1998). 

This development involved moving observations of the Earth's magnetic field to Bogor in 1902, 

followed by earthquake observations beginning in 1908 in Jakarta. During the Japanese 

occupation (1942-1945), this agency changed its name to Kisho Kauso Kusho. After the 
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proclamation of independence in 1945, this agency was divided into the Bureau of Meteorology 

in Yogyakarta and the BMKG (Meteorology, Climatology and Geophysics Agency) in Jakarta. 

BMKG, as a Non-Departmental Government Institution, has several stations throughout 

Indonesia, including the Bandung Class 1 Geophysical Station on Jl. Fir No. 66 Bandung. 

Despite adopting promising computerization technology, existing systems are not yet fully 

integrated. Therefore, an Earthquake Information System was designed for the Bandung Class 

1 Geophysical Station, aiming to increase efficiency, transparency and integration in managing 

earthquake information (Safatrick, 2016). 

West Java Province, with its location prone to earthquakes, is the focus of development. The 

existence of local faults such as the Cimandiri fault and the subduction zone where the Eurasian 

and Indo-Australian plates meet makes the risk of earthquakes in West Java quite high. 

Therefore, an earthquake database system is needed to support earthquake operations and 

analysis at the Bandung Class 1 Geophysical Station. 

Earthquake risk analysis, including creating seismicity maps, is an important aspect of 

determining vulnerable areas. However, calculations and analysis carried out manually are not 

optimal. Therefore, an earthquake database system was designed, which is expected to speed 

up the calculation and analysis of earthquake parameters and seismicity maps. The resulting 

information is expected to be more communicative and can be easily accessed by the general 

public and policymakers, enabling more effective natural disaster mitigation. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEWS 

A. Definitions of Earthquake 

An earthquake is a series of vibrations or shock waves that originate somewhere in the mantle 

or crust of the earth (Rikitake, 1968). American seismologists have developed a theory that 

explains generally how earthquakes occur, known as Elastic Rebound Theory. According to 

this theory, earthquakes occur in areas experiencing deformation, where the energy stored in 

the deformation takes the form of elastic strain. This energy will accumulate until the rock's 

bearing capacity reaches its maximum limit, which then causes cracks or fractures (Ohnaka, 

1976). 

Earthquakes are vibrations that occur on the earth due to the movement of tectonic plates. 

Earthquakes can occur on the earth's surface or inside the earth. When an earthquake occurs, 

the movement of tectonic plates can cause faults or cracks in the ground, which can result in 

landslides or damage to building structures (Bolt, 2001). Earthquakes can also cause tsunamis 

if they occur at sea. According to experts, earthquakes are vibrations that occur in the earth due 

to the movement of tectonic plates. Earthquakes can occur on the surface of the earth or inside 

the earth and can cause damage to building structures and other natural disasters (Lomitz, 2013). 

Apart from that, experts also state that earthquakes can occur suddenly and can have different 
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intensities, depending on factors such as the depth of the earthquake source, the type and 

condition of tectonic plates, and geological conditions in the affected area (Stein & Wysession, 

2009). 

The mechanism of an earthquake can be explained as follows: if two forces are acting in 

opposite directions on the rock of the earth's crust, the rock will be deformed due to its elastic 

properties. If this force acts for a long time, the rock's bearing capacity will reach its maximum 

limit, causing sudden shifts and fractures. As a result, the stored stress energy is released in the 

form of vibrations known as earthquakes. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The process of plates meeting 

 

B. Tectonic Conditions of West Java 

The growth of geological structures in West Java is basically influenced by the collision 

activity between the Indo-Australian Plate which is subducting beneath the Eurasian Plate, 

(Hamilton, 1979). The impact of this plate collision created the main tectonic elements in the 

West Java region, including troughs, non-volcanic outer arcs, fore-arc basins, magmatism 

pathways, back-arc basins, and the Sunda Shelf, (Katili, 1973). Of the various fault structures 

formed in West Java, there are three regional structures that have an important role, namely the 

Cimandiri Fault, the Baribis Fault, and the Lembang Fault. The existence of these three faults 

was first identified by van Bemmelen in 1949, and it is believed that all three are still active 

today. Although all of these faults have a crucial role in the tectonic history of West Java. 

 

The tectonic conditions of West Java, especially the southern part, are part of the Indonesian 

tectonic system and are located in the zone where tectonic plates meet. This area is prone to 

earthquakes because of the meeting of the Indo-Australian plate which has slipped under the 

Eurasian plate under West Java Island (Haryanto et al., 2020). The phenomenon of continental 

arc collision is thought to be controlling the fault deformation mechanism on the West Java 

mainland. This local fault is quite active in generating tectonic earthquakes in the area. 
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Figure 2. The main causes of earthquakes in West Java 

C. Earthquake Intensity 

Earthquake intensity is a measure of damage caused by an earthquake based on observations 

of its effects on humans, building structures and the environment (Gutenberg & Richter, 1942). 

The intensity does not only depend on the strength of the earthquake (magnitude) but also on 

the distance to the earthquake source and local geological conditions. There are several 

intensity measurement scales, such as the Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) scale and the 

European Macro seismic Scale (EMS) (Musson et al., 2010). 

 

To provide information more easily, BMKG uses the GIS scale (Earthquake Intensity Scale). 

This scale states the impact caused by an earthquake. The Earthquake Intensity Scale (SIG-

BMKG) was initiated and compiled to accommodate information on the impact of earthquakes 

based on typical culture or buildings in Indonesia. This scale is structured more simply by only 

having five levels, namely IV.SIG-BMKG which is expected to be useful for use in conveying 

information related to earthquake mitigation and/or rapid response to damaging earthquake 

events. This scale can make it easier for the public to understand the level of impact caused by 

an earthquake better and more accurately (Crisnapati et al., 2018). 

 

D. Management Information System (MIS) 

Management information systems are used in managing earthquake data to support decision-

making. DBMS (Database Management System) is a key component in managing this data, 

enabling efficient storage, sorting and retrieval of data (Chopra, 2010). Earthquake intensity 

scales, such as the MMI scale, are used to describe the level of damage caused by an earthquake. 

An Earthquake Information Management System (EIMS) is a system that records, collects, 

stores, retrieves and analyzes input, generates necessary earthquake reports and information 

(EI) and presents them to the appropriate people and organizations to manage earthquake 

response activities (EI is not an end goal, but helps better decision making in policy design, 
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response planning, disaster management, monitoring and evaluation of disaster programs and 

services, and damage reduction (Ajami, 2012). 
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Figure 3.  Management Information System Model 

 

E. Database Management System (DBMS) 

The concept of a database management system (DBMS) includes hardware, operating system, 

database, users, and other applications. The main goal of a DBMS is to provide information 

quickly, accurately and efficiently (Olle, 2003). A database is defined as a data warehouse that 

stores various kinds of data, organized in such a way as to facilitate data management and 

retrieval. In a database, tables are used to store data, with records as collections of similar data 

and columns as attributes that store similar data (Frank, 1988). 

A DBMS provides a centralized view of data that can be accessed by multiple users from 

various locations in a controlled manner. A DBMS can limit what data end users see and how 

they see the data, providing multiple views of a single database schema. End users and software 

programs are free from having to understand where the data physically resides or on what type 

of storage media it resides because the DBMS handles all requests (Dayal, 1988). 

A DBMS can offer logical and physical data independence to protect users and applications 

from having to know where data is stored or from worrying about changes to the data's physical 

structure. As long as the program uses the application programming interface (API) for the 

database that the DBMS provides, the developer does not need to modify the program simply 

because changes have been made to the database. 
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Figure 4.  Database Management System (DBMS) Model 

 

III. RESEARCH METHOD 

A. Engineering Research Methodology 

This research methodology encompasses Planning, Design, Construction, Application, and 

Development. The stages of the engineering method are as follows: 

1. Planning (Planning): This phase involves an initial assessment using the process of 

evaluation and problem identification. Through the analysis of issues, specifications for 

needs and decision-supporting information are obtained for effective problem-solving. 

2. Analysis: Involves decomposing a comprehensive information system into its 

components to identify and evaluate the required conflict issues. Consequently, proposals 

for improvements can be suggested. 

3. Design: This phase involves the discovery or creation of a method, formula, model, or 

prototype tailored to the needs of potential users requiring solutions to specific problems. 

The design outcomes must be tested either mathematically/statistically or empirically. 

4. Construction: This stage involves the realization of a product or system based on the 

previously tested design. 

5. Application (Implementation): This is an effort involving diffusion, installation, 

adaptation/conversion, operation/actions, monitoring, control, maintenance, and evaluation 

of something previously discovered relevant to the needs of problem-solving. 

Engineering research methods can take the form of forward engineering and reverse 

engineering. The following are explanations of each method: 

1. Forward Engineering: This engineering proceeds from planning, design, and 

construction to application or through shorter engineering stages, such as from design to 

construction alone. The process starts from higher-level abstractions and progresses to 

lower levels. 

2. Reverse Engineering: This involves engineering from existing products, systems, or 

prototypes to blueprints, formulas, or examples. It can focus on shorter engineering stages, 

from construction to design alone. The process starts from lower-level abstractions and 

progresses to higher levels. 
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The research method employed in this study utilizes engineering methodology with a forward 

engineering approach. The research stages are outlined in Figure 5 as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Forward Engineering Research Method 

1. Plan: The initial planning stage of the research process, defining goals and the scope 

of development, identifying existing problems, and determining solutions through 

system development. 

2. Analysis: Decomposing a comprehensive information system into its components to 

identify and evaluate expected problems, facilitating proposed solutions. 

3. Design: This stage involves modelling the results of the analysis, an advanced step in 

system development after analyzing the system. 

4. Construct The implementation stage of a model formed in stage 3, turning it into a 

tangible form. 

5. Applied: The application stage of the implemented software model to the user. 

 

B. Model Waterfall 

The waterfall model or what is often called the waterfall model is often called the classic life 

cycle, it describes a systematic and sequential approach to software development, starting with 

user requirements specifications and then continuing through the planning stages, modelling, 

construction and delivery of the system to customers/users (deployment), which ends with 

support for the complete software produced. 

In its development, the waterfall model has several sequential stages, namely: requirements 

(needs analysis), system design (system design), coding (coding) and testing (testing). (Rizaldi, 

2017). 

The stages in the Waterfall model can be seen in Figure 6 below: 
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Figure. 6 Model Waterfall 

1. Analysis, at this stage system developers need communication aimed at understanding the 

software required by users and the limitations of that software. This information can 

generally be obtained through interviews, discussions or exclusive surveys. information is 

analyzed to receive the data expected by the user. 

2. Design, and requirement specifications from the previous stage will be studied in this phase 

and a system design will be prepared. System Design helps in determining hardware and 

system requirements and helps in defining the overall system architecture. 

3. Coding, in this stage, the system is first developed in small programs called units, which 

are integrated in the next stage. Each unit is developed and tested for functionality which 

is called unit testing. 

4. Testing, all units developed at the implementation stage are integrated into the system after 

testing carried out by each unit. After integration, the entire system is tested to check for 

any failures and errors. 

5. Implementation of a maintenance program, the final stage in the waterfall model. Software 

that has been completed, run and maintained. Maintenance includes correcting errors not 

found in the previous steps. improving the implementation of system units and improving 

system services as new requirements. 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Usecase Diagram 

The system/application model being developed is depicted in the following use case diagram: 
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Figure 7 Use case Diagram 

 

The earthquake information management system involves the participation of four distinct 

actors: the head of BMKG, application users (operators), administrators, and the general public. 

Each actor plays a specific role in utilizing the system to manage and disseminate earthquake-

related information effectively. The use case scenarios for administrators and the general public 

share similarities, albeit with a key distinction. 

For administrators, such as those overseeing the BMKG system, their role extends to 

monitoring all users of the application who are affected by the earthquake. This elevated access 

allows administrators to have a comprehensive view of the system's activities and user 

interactions during seismic events. This capability empowers them to coordinate and respond 

more efficiently to the dynamic situation presented by earthquakes. 

On the other hand, the use case for the general public, while similar in functionality to the 

administrator, is limited to accessing information about their relatives. This tailored access 

ensures that individuals directly impacted by the earthquake can receive pertinent information 

about the safety and well-being of their loved ones. 
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In Figure 6, the use cases for these four actors are likely represented diagrammatically, 

illustrating the various interactions and functionalities tailored to the unique roles of each actor 

within the earthquake information management system. These visual representations aid in 

understanding how the system accommodates the needs and responsibilities of different users 

in times of seismic events. 

 

B. Class Diagram 

A class diagram or class diagram is a type of structure diagram in UML that clearly depicts the 

structure and description of the classes, attributes, methods and relationships of each object. It 

is static, in the sense that the class diagram does not explain what happens if the classes are 

related, but rather explains what relationships occur. This class diagram is suitable if 

implemented in projects that use object-oriented concepts because the description of the class 

diagram is quite easy to use. The class diagram required in developing the Earthquake Database 

Application system is as follows: 

 
 

Figure 8 Class Diagram Earthquake Database Application 
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The class diagram above illustrates the roles of user. In this application, users can receive 

notifications from the app, report incidents in their area, and request assistance. Afterward, user 

plays a role in providing valuable real-time information, databases, and alerts sent to admins. 

User can then process and post this information on the application. The class diagram provides 

a clear overview of the tasks and interconnections between users, controller and admins in the 

context of this application. Users play a crucial role in obtaining up-to-date information about 

earthquakes. They can receive notifications from the app regarding earthquake events, report 

incidents in their area, and request assistance if needed. The active involvement of users is an 

integral part of data collection and a rapid response to emergency situations. 

As an institution with expertise in meteorology, climatology, and geophysics, BMKG plays a 

central role in providing highly useful up-to-date information. This includes updates from their 

database and direct notifications to administrators regarding earthquake events. With this role, 

BMKG directly contributes to the processing and delivery of accurate information to users. 

Admins,as application administrators, play a crucial role in managing and disseminating 

information. They receive alerts from BMKG, process them, and then post them on the 

application for users to access. This task requires a quick response and effective coordination 

to deliver relevant and reliable information to application users.  

. 

C. Implementation System 

The implementation results of the Earthquake monitoring system interface design are shown 

in Figures 9 - 15 below: 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Public Display of Earthquake Mapping 

 

In Figure 9, the public display of earthquake mapping for West Java is evident, complete with 

a legend explaining the earthquake intensity scale, recent earthquakes, and earthquakes with 
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potential tsunamis. This comprehensive display provides users with essential information 

regarding seismic activity in the region. The inclusion of a legend facilitates a quick 

understanding of the earthquake intensity scale, enabling users to promptly comprehend the 

severity of the earthquakes. Additionally, clear information about recent earthquakes and those 

with tsunami potential is presented. Consequently, users can easily identify the location, 

intensity, and characteristics of earthquakes, providing valuable insights for preparedness and 

emergency response. The presence of this legend is a key aspect in facilitating the interpretation 

of earthquake data on the mapping, making it an effective tool for understanding and addressing 

earthquake risks in West Java. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10 Public Display of Phase Report sheet 

 

 

On the earthquake public display of phase report sheet in figure 10, users have access to 

comprehensive information about the specific earthquake event, encompassing precise details 

such as the exact time of occurrence, including hours, minutes, and seconds. Additionally, the 

intensity scale of the earthquake is prominently displayed, offering users a clear understanding 

of the severity of the seismic activity. This detailed information provides users with a nuanced 

perspective on the temporal and intensity aspects of the earthquake, enabling them to make 

informed assessments and decisions related to their safety and response strategies. The 

accessibility of such detailed data enhances the user's ability to grasp the specifics of the 

earthquake event, contributing to a more informed and prepared community in the face of 

seismic occurrences. 
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Figure 11 User Addition View 

 

In Figure 11, the user addition view interface is showcased, which serves the purpose of adding 

new users or operators to utilize this earthquake database application. Typically operated by 

administrators, this feature allows for the seamless inclusion of new users who will contribute 

to the effective functioning of the application. The user addition view provides administrators 

with a user-friendly platform to manage and expand the user base, ensuring that the application 

remains accessible to a diverse group of individuals involved in earthquake-related activities. 

This administrative capability not only streamlines the onboarding process for new users but 

also contributes to the overall efficiency and inclusivity of the earthquake database application. 

 

 
 

Figure 12 User Management 

 

Figure 12 illustrates the user management interface in the earthquake database application. This 

page provides functionality to add and remove operators as well as the head of BMKG, serving 

as supervisors and verifiers. The user management feature offers flexibility to administrators 

for easily managing the user team, allowing adjustments to the user structure based on 

operational needs. The ability to add or remove operators and the head of BMKG also supports 

more effective data supervision and verification. With this interface, administrators can 

efficiently oversee the user team, ensuring security and orderly usage of the earthquake 

database application. 
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Figure 13 Entry Data Earthquake 

 

Figure 13 illustrates the data entry form for earthquakes, encompassing various crucial details 

of seismic events. This data entry interface allows users to input essential information, 

including the earthquake's location, intensity scale, amplitude, depth, and other relevant 

parameters. Users can systematically record key characteristics of earthquakes through this 

form, contributing to a comprehensive database that aids in the analysis and understanding of 

seismic activities. The inclusion of multiple data fields ensures a thorough and accurate 

documentation process, facilitating effective monitoring and assessment of earthquake events. 

This data entry form serves as a vital tool for users involved in managing earthquake-related 

information, fostering the collection of detailed and precise data for further research and 

decision-making. 

 

 
 

Figure 14 Display of Earthquake Localization Results 
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The results of earthquake data input in Figure 13 will be subsequently displayed through the 

"Display of Earthquake Localization Results," as seen in Figure 14. This display provides a 

clear visualization of the earthquake localization outcomes, showcasing the information 

previously entered. Users can quickly observe the earthquake's location, intensity scale, 

amplitude, depth, and other crucial parameters inputted through the data interface. With this 

informative display, users can gain a comprehensive overview of the earthquake's 

characteristics and understand its implications. The Display of Earthquake Localization Results 

interface serves as an effective tool for visualizing earthquake input data, facilitating better 

interpretation, and supporting further analysis related to seismic activity. 

 

 
 

Figure 14 Magnitude Distribution Display 

 

Image 15 illustrates a table depicting the distribution of earthquake magnitudes, including 

information on dates, days, and the magnitude distribution of various seismic events. This table 

provides a chronological overview of earthquake magnitudes on specific dates and days. The 

distribution of magnitudes offers insights into the variation of earthquake strengths during a 

specific time period. By examining this table, users can easily analyze patterns in the 

distribution of earthquake magnitudes and identify events that may have larger impacts. The 

display of this magnitude distribution table serves as a useful tool in presenting structured data, 

facilitating a better understanding of the distribution of earthquake magnitudes.. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Based on the research results described in the previous chapters, the following conclusions can 

be drawn: 

Implementation of the Web-Based Earthquake Database Application System Design and Build 

System produces application programs to handle main processes such as: 
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a. Calculation of Earthquake Energy and Strength. 

The Web-Based Earthquake Database Application Design System handles the process of 

calculating and analyzing the amount of energy released during an earthquake using the 

Guttenberg and Richter methods and Jeffrey Bullen's table approach. 

b. Earthquake Database in West Java and surrounding areas. 

A database that is stored and can be accessed by the public is one of the goals that will be 

implemented in designing this application. 

c. Integrated Earthquake Seismicity Map. 

Integrated map facilities are provided by the system, including maps of earthquake 

seismicity, magnitude, and earthquake epicentres. The map output can be used as a basis 

for considerations for analysts in the field as a basis for making decisions regarding 

earthquake patterns in West Java. 
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